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ProECU Features

n ROM File Editor Easy-to-navigate map tree structure with logical map definitions

n Live Data High-speed ECU parameter display and data logging function, can be viewed in ProECU

n Map Access Colourful map tracing showing the live position on an open map

n ROM Compare See the differences between two ROM files and copy changes across

n ECU Data Security RaceROM and ROM Keying are integrated to ensure your calibrations aren’t copied

n Detect Vehicle ProECU will auto detect what vehicle and ECU version you have

n FastFlash Rapid ECU programming in under 10 seconds on selected products

n ECU Recovery Built-in ECU recovery should programming be interrupted

n Special Tools ECU reset, idle balance, gearbox learning, clutch adjustments, cylinder power balance 
and more, while diesel tools include injector recoding, DPF regeneration and oil-dilution warning reset 

n EcuTek Update Download the latest ProECU, ROM files, RaceROM feature files and tuning guides for FREE

n Remote Assistance Gives access to your customer’s PC using Citrix GoTo Assist remote support

n RaceROM Map Switching, Boost Control, Flex-Fuel, Speed Density, Rolling Launch and 12-injector    
control (see our specific RaceROM & Custom Maps fact sheet for more details)

EcuTek ProECU Vehicle Tuning Technology
Providing professional tools to the vehicle tuning industry since 2002
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ECUTEK tools, designed specifically for tuners and calibration engineers, are used under licence 
by some of the best-known names in the business. As automotive software experts it’s our job 
to provide professional tuners with the best possible means of tuning modern engines without 
compromise − and it’s the tuner’s job to then create the perfect engine calibration. 

Our tools support more than 1,500 petrol and diesel ECU variants worldwide, including those for 
Subaru, Toyota, Scion, Nissan, Mazda, Mitsubishi and Great Wall vehicles. Our tools have been used 
to produce numerous limited-edition models such as the Cosworth CS400 and Mitsubishi EVO FQ400, 
along with famous Prodrive creations such as the Richard Burns RB320, WR1 and 340R − all of them 
sold together with the reassurance of a three-year manufacturer warranty.

Our ProECU tuning suite provides a powerful all-in-one OBD-II tuning solution whose many features 
include detailed map definitions, high-speed data-logging and data analysis software. Each Tuning 
Suite offers access to hundreds of different maps, each one logically named, accurately defined and 
showing real values. 

The maps can be ordered by class, user level or function, and their axes can be swapped to provide a 
different perspective. There’s also a graphical view for 3D maps that the tuner can stretch and rotate 
to provide the optimal viewing angle. And EcuTek’s unique RaceROM product provides a wealth of 
special features that include Custom Maps, with which you can create your own, unique maps; any 
combination of X and Y inputs can be defined as a map, and the map’s purpose and the circumstances 
under which it functions can be specified precisely by the tuner.



High-Speed Data-logging and Log Viewer
Enables you to log not only all the factory diagnostic 
parameters, but also the custom RaceROM parameters 
that are critical to accurate tuning in many different ways.

The Merge Log File feature enables multiple log files to 
be stitched together for further, more detailed analysis.

ProECU Programming Kits
Sold by Master Tuners, they enable E-Tuning of your 
customer’s vehicle anywhere in the world, so you are no 
longer restricted geographically for data-logging and 
tuning. 

Using a laptop, customers can program and data-log, 
as well as make use of various diagnostic tools on their 
vehicles. It can be used multiple times on any of the 
vehicles EcuTek supports. 

It also includes ProECU BRZ and ProECU MX-5 
tuning suites, allowing customers to do their own 
map-editing on these vehicles. Visit www.ecutek.
com for further details.

Webstore
Log into the EcuTek webstore, which is open 24/7 and 
makes it easy for you to purchase tuning suites, injector 
sets, programming kits (Master Tuners only) and Flash 
Licences.

Help and Support
Supporting our dealer network is very important to us. 
All tuning suites come with detailed technical manuals, 
written by tuners for tuners. 

There are also product specific webinars available on 
our website, with a searchable knowledge base coming 
soon. 

To handle technical queries via phone and email we use 
a dedicated ticketing system that enables us to track 
and manage your issues efficiently, and to respond  
rapidly to keep your customers happy.

RaceROM

        ECU Connect

ECU CONNECT is a plug-in Bluetooth module and iPhone/iPad 
app that provides cable-free communication between car and 
mobile device. 

It allows live engine data-logging, archiving and sharing; DTC 
clearing; vehicle performance testing; ECU reset and, depending 
on the car, adjustment of a number of ‘hidden’ factory settings.  

ECU Connect also integrates with RaceROM to provide at-the-
wheel adjustment of boost, ignition, fuelling, Launch Control, 
Traction Control, Map Switching and the performance-limiting 
Valet mode, and lets you create as many as five new virtual inputs 
to the engine ECU using Custom Maps − see our RaceROM and 
Custom Maps fact sheet for more information.

EcuTek has a dedicated team of troubleshooters 
supporting its network of tuners and dealers

The ProECU Programming Kit

 
For a full list of products and features, pricing details and video demonstrations visit www.ecutek.com

EcuTek Vehicle Tuning Technology – fact sheet


